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A versatile camera for the professional photographel 

When designing the Cambo TWR54 
our objectives were to make a 
camera that provides the 
professional photographer with a 
practical and precise tool, which 
would enable him to control all 
possible faults incurred by a moving 
subject, inside or outside his studio, 
right at the moment of picture 
taking. The new TWR54 combines 
all the featu res of a reflex-system 
with optimal parallax correction plus 
the tech n ical advantages of a 4x5" 
studio unit with interchangeable 
lenses from 150 mm - 270 mm, at an 
economical price. 

Though the camera has been 
engineered to take three sets of 
standard lenses: 150 mm, 210 mm 
and 270 mm, it is possible to adjust 
the TWR 54 to take any lens in 
between that range. When a special 
lens is needed it is necessary to 
contact your Cambo dealer to supply 
you with the correct viewing lens 
and a special parallax correction 
cam produced by Cambo to 
guarantee a precise high quality 
product. 

Special attention has been given to 
the development of a camera back 
that would take all 4x5" fllmholders 
including the Polaroid 4x5" 
fllrnholder, the Grafmatic holder, 
rollfllm holders and the Polaroid 
back for type 107/108 film. 

Because of its lightweight (the 
unitweight is 3 kgs. excl. lens) and a 
rather unique grip on both sides of 
the camera body an extra dimension 
has been given to portable 
photography: a 4x5" reflexcamera 
without the necessity of a tri pod. 
All these features together with easy 
focussing at vertical and horizontal 
positioning of the camera make it a 
useful device for press- fashion- and 
architectural photographers who 

require a result which cannot be 
achieved with conventional units. 
The TWR54 TWin-Reflexcamera 
meets the high standards set out b~ 
Cambo's Quality Control 
Department, which inspects every 
camera coming off the assembly lin 
and maintains the superb Cambo 
Quality known by photographers 
throughout the world. 



How.to order your TWR 54 Twin reflex camera: 
Camerabody 

Masks 

View finders and 
spare glasses 

Backs 

Filmholders 

Grips and tripod 
mounting 
accessories 

Lensboards 

Filters 

Cams 

Carrying cases 
Lenses**) 

T1 

T10 
T11 
T12 
T13 
T15 
T20 
T21 
T22 
T23 
T24 
T30 

T31 

T32 
T40 
T41 
T50 
T51 
T52 
CBH 3 
USK 
T60 
T61 
T62 
T70 
T71 
T72 
T73 
T80 
T81 
T82 
T90 
T150 

T151 

T152 

T210 

T211 

T270 

T271 

Camerabod y w ith built· in fresnel·lens, bellows and 
%" WW thread for tripod mounting or grips 
Metal mask 214' x 214' '' 
Metal mask 214' x 2% " 
Metal mask 214' x 3'/'6" 
Metal mask for 107/108 Polaroid packfilm 
Metal mask for 3 exposures on 9 x 21 cm film*) 
Reflex view finder for horizontal and vertical use 
View finder*) 
Ground g lass, not ruled 
Ground glass, ruled 
Fresn el·screen 
Universal back for: Double holders 4 x 5" and 9 x 12 cm 
Graflex Roll Film holders Nos. 
1294 RH /8 Wider Format 8 expo 214' x 3'/'6" on 120 film 
1295 RH /10 Ideal Format 10 exp o 214' x 2%" on 120 film 
1296 RH/12 Square Format 12 expo 214' x 2){," on 120 film 
1297 RH /20 Ideal Format 20 expo 214' x 2%" on 220 film 
Grafmatic holder 
Polaroid 545 holder 
Back for: Graflex Roll Film holder No. 
1240 RH /50 Ideal Format 50 expo 214' x 2% " on 70 mm film 
Linhof Super Rol lex Roll Film holder 
Back to take cutfi lm 9 x 21 cm for 3 exposures (for police purposes)*) 
Polaroid back for 107/108 packfilm 
Filmholder 9 x 21 cm (for police purposes)*) 
Grip and brace with carry ing strap 
Cable release 
U-shaped brace 
Ball and socket head 
Uni versal heavy duty tripod head movable in all directions 
Lensboard for view ing lens 
Lensboard for taking lens in O-shutter 
Lensboard for taking lens in I-shutter 
Soft fi Iter for Symmar 150 mm*) 
Soft filter for Xenar 150 mm*) 
Soft filter for Symmar 210 mm*) 
Soft filter forTele-Arton 270 mm 
Cam for 150 mm lenses 
Cam for 210 mm lenses 
Cam for 270 mm lenses 
Carrying case*) 
Schneider Xenar 4,5/150 mm Normal 
Schneider Xenar 4,5/150 mm Copal I Press 
Schneider Xenar 4,5/150 mm Normal 
Schneider Xenar 4,5/150 mm Copal I 
Schneider Xenar 4,5/150 mm Normal 
Schneider Symmar-S 5,6/150 mm Copal 0 
Schneider Symmar-S 5,6/210 mm Normal 
Schneider Symmar-S 5,6/210 mm Copal I Press 
Schneider Symmar-S 5,6/210 mm Normal 
Schneider Symmar-S 5,6/210 mm Copal I 
Schneider Tele-Arton 5,5/270 mm Normal 
Schneider Tele-Arton 5,5/270 mm Copal I Press 
Schneider Tele-Arton 5,5/270 mm Normal 
Schneider Tele-Arton 5,5/270 mm Copal I 

*) In preparat ion 
**) Lenses are supplied in pairs. mounted on lensboards, with cam. Each matched 

set of len ses of exactly the same focal distance has been adjusted to Cambo lensboards. 
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Manufacturers of 
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